96. Electric bio-potentials - recording and diagnostic use 

Despite existence of modern diagnostic imaging, biochemical and other techniques that enable detection of morphological and chemical changes within the body, there are also various functional disturbances sometimes detectable only via analysis of electric potentials produced by some organs (tissues) as a manifestation of their function (ECG, EEG, EMG, ERG, EOG and others). These methods can also be preferable in some cases because of their non-invasive character and economical efficiency.
Evaluation of these signal is performed either in the "time domain" (detection of particular specific peaks and wave complexes – “grapho-elements” - and description of their time and amplitude characteristics) or in the "frequency domain" (frequency spectrum characteristics). At present this is done almost exclusively with the use of computers. Since electrical activity analysis serves mainly for recognition of functional changes, pathophysiology deals with some of these signals (mainly with ECG, EEG) and instructs basic interpretation of some pathological findings. It is important to understand basically the methodology of these techniques, in order to be aware of the limits of these methods and to recognize possible artifacts changing significantly the interpretation of acquired recordings.

Important recording conditions and parameters

Location of recording electrodes
- preferred non-invasive character of electrophysiological methods requires using of surface electrodes which should be located as close as possible to the source of the signal
- more recording sites are necessary in the case of mapping of a signal distribution
- besides active electrodes, for the unipolar recording also an indifferent (reference) electrode (having approximately zero potential) is necessary
- before placement of the electrodes, the skin surface should be cleaned (e.g. with alcohol) to remove any superficial fatty film which would increase electric resistance (which is of high importance particularly in the recording of very small potentials such as brain evoked potentials)

Signal amplification
- according to the voltage (amplitude) of the recorded signal, a different level of amplification is used
- for the further computer processing of the signal it is important to achieve a signal amplitude of at least 1 V (Volt) - since the majority of signals (e.g. electrocardiogram -ECG) have amplitude of several millivolts, amplification of about 1,000-times is used - such level of amplification does not represent any problem and is not usually accompanied with larger noise (such as contamination with alternating current - oscillations of 50 Hz in Europe, 60 Hz in USA)
- in the case of the electroencephalogram (EEG), the necessary amplification is about 20 times higher (ca 20,000-times) because this signal has amplitude of tens of microvolts only - such an amplification requires much higher quality of amplifiers (having low level of intrinsic noise), more careful recording electrode montage (with low skin-electrode transmission resistance), and also in some cases electromagnetic shielding (Faraday cage) in some cases is needed (to increase useful signal-to-noise ratio) to achieve a good quality of signal recording
- signal filtering - each amplification should concern only ”useful” signal frequencies - thus high pass and low pass filters are used to eliminate "not-interesting" frequencies (like alternating current from grid)




Analog/digital conversion
- for saving of the analog signal into a digital computer (and for further digital processing), it is necessary to convert it to into series of discrete digits describing the amplitude of the signal at selected points with a given frequency (sampling rate)
- for sufficiently precise digital description of the signal, the required frequency of A/D conversion (sampling rate) depends on the highest frequency which is present (and important) in the recorded signal - the sampling rate should be two times higher than the frequency which we need to recognize in the signal (= Nyquist frequency - see the picture provided to this chapter at our Web page specified in Introduction)
- standard A/D converters discriminate the amplitude with 12 bit accuracy (= 4,096 recognized levels – but A/D converters with higher resolution are also available) – thus in the case of amplitude about 1V (after amplification), it is possible to recognize about one hundredth of a microvolt in the raw signal (this is more than adequate for standard use)

Sources of artificial activity (artifacts)
● exogenous
- electromagnetic noise (alternating current – coming from the power supply) - recognizable according to its regular frequency and constant amplitude (simply removable with analog or digital filters)
- electrochemical DC current changes (caused by movement of electrodes - not well fixed) - slow potentials of high amplitude
● endogenous
- muscle artifacts - either muscle contractions (eye blinking in EEG) or muscle tremor (e.g. shivering in cold conditions during ECG recordings)
- ECG contamination in EEG signal (usually when non-cephalic reference electrode is used)
Artifacts can be removed automatically during computer recording of the signal (”on-line”) or during visual inspection selected segments are eliminated (”off-line”).

Most frequently used electric bio-signal evaluation
ECG description - evaluation in the "time domain" - amplitude and duration of single peaks and waves is evaluated, automatic computer description with offered interpretation is available
EEG description in the "time domain" – e.g. detection of graphoelements specific for particular types of epileptic seizures
EEG description in the "frequency domain" - frequency spectrum is changed in any pathology of the brain - non-specific slowing of EEG - increased frequencies in delta and theta bands, slow "dominant frequency" - normally it is about 10 Hz (alpha band)
Evoked potentials - reaction to sensory stimuli (averaged response to repeated stimuli is evaluated in the "time domain") - due to inter-individual variability of amplitudes mainly latencies are important for diagnostics - delayed latencies in visual, acoustic or somato-sensory evoked potentials are found e.g. in demyelination processes
EMG (electromyography) - detection of myasthenia, muscular atrophies, myotony - frequency and amplitude in electrical stimulation is evaluated
ERG (electroretinography) - detection of retinal potentials in scotopic and photopic conditions enables objective recognition of various functional disorders - e.g. diabetic retinopathy, uremic retinopathy, retinitis pigmentosa, toxic effects of pharmacs (amiodarone, antimalarials)
EOG (electrooculography) - detection of some retinal disorders and oculomotor disturbances



